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IS Formula 1 a sport or business? That is one of the key
questions being asked by fans all over the world once more after
the staged finish of the German Grand Prix.

Team orders have been part and parcel of Formula 1 since its
inception but since 2002 the use of them has been banned in
light of the negative publicity the sport received when Ferrari
forced Rubens Barrichello to hand victory to Michael
Schumacher in the Austrian Grand Prix. For it to be Ferrari that
once more is at the centre of a team orders controversy is
shocking.

At Hockenheim Ferrari sent a coded message through to
Felipe Massa saying, “Felipe, Fernando is faster than you....do
you understand?” The meaning was clear to all watching, “Felipe,
let Fernando past.” Within two laps Alonso was through and
Massa left to contemplate what might have been. That the
incident occurred one year to the day since Massa’s accident at
last year’s Hungarian Grand Prix would surely have made the
moment tougher on the Brazilian.

The date and significance of the day had little bearing on the
decision by the Ferrari brass; they made a clear cut business
decision to gift Alonso the win. After the race Ferrari was fined
$100,000 and will be forced to explain their actions in front of
September’s World Motorsport Council meeting. Interestingly the
fine was considerably less than the $1 million fine imposed on
the team after Austria and before the ban on team orders.

A clash of philosophies
The Formula 1 paddock is a lot like the rest of the world, there

are those who view Formula 1 as a business and those that view
it as a sport. The negative reaction the Ferrari felt from the
world’s press and fans was because fans want to, and need to,
believe that what they see on the track is a genuine race. They
want to be able to proudly say they are fans. The fallout from
Germany is that once more in the midst of a thrilling and
competitive season Formula 1 has once more made the headlines
for the wrong reasons.

There are others whose ideals lie firmly with the realm of
Formula 1 still being a sport, the likes of Frank Williams springs
to mind. The teams with ‘sporting’ aspirations have seen their
title chances ruined by letting their drivers race one another
fairly while teams with a sole focus of attention take the overall
honours. Ferrari also have sporting ambitions but they clearly
feel the team is more important than the individual and that
drivers should adhere to the teams greater goal of furthering the
company and increasing profits. It will be interesting though to
see what realities await Ferrari after making this ‘business
decision.’

Is Ferrari likely to sell more road cars or merchandise as a
result of openly favouring one driver over another? Or would the
human interest story of Felipe Massa winning his first race since
recovering from life threatening injuries, on the anniversary of
the crash no less, have been more profitable from a marketing
and sales perspective?

If the order was not made a fairytale result with Massa
winning on a year on from his terrifying accident would have
been enough to have the prancing horse dominate the worlds
press, in a positive light. As it was the world was awash with
stories of Ferrari being fined for bringing the sport into disrepute
and breaking the team order rules.

While many that had wished to buy Ferrari road cars will still
purchase their cars the main difference the team may see could
be felt with the sale of merchandise. Fans gravitate towards
teams for many reasons but one primary reason is whether that
team share their ideals on the sport.

It is unlikely that many would have felt that staging this result
was in the best interest of the sport and the clash of
philosophies was the main reason we saw such a passionate
reaction throughout the world.

Fans reaction to this incident could show that while winning is
one thing, winning the right way is quite another.

Alonso was first past the flag
but there were no winners at
Sunday’s German Grand Prix
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CRICKET DUNDALK CRICKET CLUB

Flood still holds lead
ROUND 15 of the FPM
Accountants Summer Cycling
League was on the old Dublin
road - Ardee circuit on Thursday.

A warm night saw six different
groups on the start line. It was a
good night for the club with the
first five across the line all being
from Cuchulainn with a Newry
Wheelers ride in sixth.

The first four groups on the
road all came together for a mass
sprint on the Ardee road. Kevin
Treanor took a gamble and went
for a long sprint, making his
initial move some 300 meters out.
His early jump paid off as despite
catching his wheel Trevor Kane
didn't have the legs to get round
him and Treanor held on for the
win with Kane in second.

Former league winner Aidan
Martin made a late charge for the
line and just ran out of road to
take third spot. Oliver and
Darren Murphy filled out the top
five.

Behind this group, scratch and
super scratch had come together.
In the sprint for scratch points
Aidan Cunningham led home
Alan Bingham and Karl Dolan.
This Thursday night the action
resumes on the tough
Ravensdale circuit. With three
road races, one time trial and the
hill climb still to come the league

is really entering into the critical
stage for those chasing the
overall win.

Jordan Flood still has a
slender lead over Gearoid
Harvey in the main league. Chris
Reilly of Bohermeen Cycling
Club has a commanding lead in
the visitor's section, while Alan
Bingham heads up the scratch
prize.

This weekend sees the club
host the inaugural Tain Team
Tour, a unique stage race in Irish
cycling where riders compete as
teams as opposed to individual
riders.

Racing kicks off on Friday
night with a 30km team time trial
from Drogheda to Dundalk.
Saturday's stage is a long 100km
route taking the riders out to
Castleblaney, Shercock,
Kingscourt, Ardee and back to
Dundalk.

Sunday is the queen stage
where the race will finish atop
the gruelling Clermont Cairn
climb. This climb is bound to
break the bunch up, however
individual riders have nothing to
gain by dropping their fellow
team mates.

The club asks for members to
come and help out over the
weekend for what is sure to be an
exciting weekend's racing. Underage rider Jordan Flood still holds the top spot in the FPM League.

DUNDALK Cricket Club's
first season is turning out
to be way and above the
expectations of its
committee and members.

A famous victory last
Saturday, July 24 against
Knockharley in the Dick
O'Neill Cup means

Dundalk are now in the
semi final and will play
Carlow based club
Bagnelstown on a date to
be announced this week.

Despite batting in very
dark and drizzly
conditions and being in a
lot of trouble at 52-5, the

middle order hung in long
enough to begin picking
off the Knockharley
bowling attack and
dragging Dundalk to a
very respectable and
fighting 149 all out in the
40th over. Sajan's 31,
Sanjus's 29, Ian McEvoy's
29 and Phil Osborn's 39
were among the best
innings all season in very
difficult conditions.

The momentum was
with Dundalk and with a
very attacking field set
by skipper Jiwan Jodhani
and some fine and
accurate fast bowling the
men of Knockharley were
knocked over for 72,
Dundalk winning by 69
runs. Sajan was man of
the match with his five
wickets and 31 battling
runs.

Meanwhile the club
enjoyed a trip to
Adamstown two weeks
ago, winning by 87 runs.
Sunil Kumar was man of
the match, scoring 76
runs and taking four
wickets

To follow the clubs
activities please visit
www.dundalkcricketclub.
com

Cricket
Club book
a semi-
final place
Members amazed by
rate of progress in
club’s maiden season

Former Mayor of South Dublin, Eamon Maloney pictured
with Dundalk CC.

ABOVE: The Dundalk Cricket Club team who defeated
Adamstown Criocket Club in Dublin two weeks ago.
Dundlalk CC won by 87 runs against Adamstown CC on
last Saturday. Dundalk CC scored 152 for 7.


